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A slrar.&/ to. redlcing complex chemical reaction o.chanisms is dcveloped and ilbsrratcd qi(h referercc to
th€ o*illalory H: + O, systeh in a CSTR in the rcgion ofthc F@nd erplosion limir, Tlc approach invotves
lh6 idc.rification ofredundant sp.cies via.rte s.nsitiliry md)sis and of redundanr reacrioB by rhe principal
@mpoDcnt ,oalysis ofrhc rate i.nsnivity halrir, Tenp€.atlr. Fdsirivity analtsis is als.mplord and rhe
applicarion of thc quasistcady,stat€ approrimation is dissd briedy and Nd in th€ 6n!t s1a8s of the
reducrio.. Thc above prEedu.cs arc shown b assisr rhc undeBranding ofthe undc.lying o.chanisBs otrh€
rclctio. fo. th. .ho*n co.dnione and th. comp.tirion bcMcef, branchinssreF dnringNilhrory ignilioN is
disss.d. Th. .educcd m.chanism is conpared wirh mod.ls di$usscd .l*wherc.

NOMENCI.ATURE

mth order rate constant, (molecule

preexponent ial  factor,  (molecule

activation energy, J mol '

gas constant, J K-r mol
gas temperature, K
ambient temperalure, K
specific heai capacity at constant pres-
s u r e , J K ' k g - '
species concentration, molecule cm-l
residence time of reactot, s
molar flow rate, mol-l

stoichiometric number,
rate of reaction j. molecule cm r s I

density, kg cm-r

tame, s
enthalpy of react ion, J molecule- l
heal kansfer €oefficient, W cm : K-r
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INTRODUCTION

Combustion rcactions are among the most
complex chemical processes, containing combi-
nat ions ol  in i t iat ion. propagat ion. chain
branching, and termination steps. So far much
attention has been directed ro understanding
such reaction mechanisms in their full€st form.
Reliabl€ rate co€fficient daia for component
elementary reactions is increasingly available
[1] and, at least for the high-temperature com-
bustion of simple fuels, realistic, comprehen-
sive mechanisms can now be formulated that
give good agre€meot with experim€ntal resulrs
t2l .  However.  an under( landing of rhe key in-
t€ractions in combustion processes is no! al-
ways easily disc€rned in such large compreh€n-
sive schemes. It is often more instructive to
reduce a mechanism to its minimum in order
Lo see how species interact and how coupling
can occur betw€en reactions. Such reduced
mechanisms also have the advantage that th€y
require less computing time, which is often an
important criterion in cases such as compu(a-
tional fluid dynamic calculations of turbulent
combust ion. In addit ion, recenr ad!ances rn
technrques. such as path fol lowing and sldbi l i ry
analysis for steady-state and periodic solutions,
can greatly reduce the time tak€n to explore
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the giobal behavior of a system, but can be
applied only to systems of low dimensjonality
I3, 41.

Over recent yeaas many methods have be-
come available for th€ redudion of larSe
mechanisms and have been used successfully
in many areas. Such methods include redun-
danr species identification. sensiriviry analysis
(for concentrations, reaction rates, or tempera-
lure) 15-7, 81, quasi-steady-srate approxima-
tions (QSSA) [9, l0], singular p€rturbation
analysis [ll, 12] and speci€s lurnping [13, 14].
The present work is part of a prcgram whose
aim is to develop a systematic app.oach to
mechanism rcduction. Rate sensitivity analysis
and the application of rhe QSSA have been
chosen and this article describes the systematic
application of these methods to a hydrogen
oxidation system in a coniinuously stired tank
reactor or CSTR via the following steps:

l. Formulation of a full model and decisron
abour imporranl species and reaction fea-

2. Identification of redundant species.
3. Identificaiion of redundanr reaclions via

principal component analysis of th€ rate
sensitivity matrix.

4. Investigation of lemperature sensirivities.
5. Application of the quasi-steady-state ap-

proximation.
6. Comparison of the reduced model with the

full model and investigation of its limita-
tions.

Although the H, + O, syst€m is one of the
simplest combustion schemes it shows interesr-
ing oscillatory behavior in a CSTR at midrange
t€mperatures and pressu.es of around 700 K
and 30 torr, respectively (i.e., in the region of
the second explosion limit) where there is a
wealth of€xperimental results [3, 15, l6]. Oscif
lating .eactions constilute a particularly stnn-
gent test of m€chanism reduction procedures
and so provide an ideal vehicle for th€ devel,
opment of a systematic approach.

Previous work on the systematic reducrion of
the hydrogen oryg€n scheme has focused
mainly on single ignition phenomena and on
flame calculations [9, 11, 17, 18] and has used
mainly concentration sensitivity methods. All
reduced models for os€illatory sysrems have
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been formulated in an heuristic way on the
basis of "experience" ofthe reaction. Here it is
demonstrated ihat a systematic approach can
not only reduce a mechanism but can l€ad to
an improved understanding of the relarion,
ships between lhe elemenrary reactions in-
volved. Comparisons are made with previous
reduced models for both oscillatory [3, 19] and
ignition systems [17]. A s€! of core reactions is
id€ntified that is an essential part of the model
over a wide range of conditions, We do not
seek to analyse the full range of possible pres-
surcs and mixtures for the reaction but have
concentrated on the lhree main qualitative re-
gions near the second limit for stoichiometric
mixtures. We have used these conditions ro
illustrat€ th€ reduction technique, to highlight
its problems and lo demonstrate its uses.

FULL MODEL AND REACTION FEATURf,S

The full reaction mechanism used in lhe pres-
ent analysis consists of 47 st€ps involving 9
species, as is shown in Table I [20]. The third
Ltody M is assumed to be made up from the
molecular species Hz, Or, and H1O with .ela,
tive €fficiencies of l:0.4:6, respectively, for atl
reactions [21]. A.lthough the chemistry is de-
rived from the original Dougherry and Rabitz
scheme, the rate data have been updated and
have, where possible, be€n obtained from th€
Iatest EEC evaluation tables [l]. The sources
for oth€r reaction rate data are shown in Tabre
l .  The wal l  rerninarion rare constant\ ,  (7
kr0, wer€ taken from a previous analysh of
H:/Or osci l lat ions in a CSTR It9] .  Their
equivalenc€ is somewhat unrealistic in view of
the differenc€s in the diffusion coefficients ano
surface reactivities of the radicals involved.
The treatment of surface termination possibly
represents a weakness in the full model and
may lead to some deviations from experimen-
tal behaviour. The aim of the present work rs,
however, to develop reduction methods ano
the primary concern is the comparison be-
rween full and redu€ed models.

The rate constant for each reaclion is in the
fonn k, : AT" exd E/Rf) with units (mote-
cule cm r)r ' s-r for an mth order readion.
The temperature dependencies and thermo-
chemical data are described by polynomial fits
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developed by the NASA thermodynamics group
1221.

ln order to €ompa.e our resulrs with re-
duced models used in previous modeling work
covering the oscillatory region w€ have re-
lained as far as possible the same conditions

1191. Th€ system modeled is rhe homogeneous
reaction of H, with O? in a continuously slirred
iank reactor (CSTR) within the region of the
second €xplosion limit. The equations that de-
scrib€ such a homogeneous mi\ture at a con-
stant volume are the following set of ordinary
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differenlial equations (ODE):
mass balance:

dC
-  :  f  t C . . k  l

energ/ balance:

dT
o c , ;  =  L  R , ( - L H , \

I r C "  \ ( r - I " )_ |- + }s |___;;--:_ ' (4
\ ' ( 5

where Ci is the concentration of species i and
c,p is the inflow concentralion or the steady-
stat€ concentration exisiing in the vessel when
no reaction takes place. k, is the aate constant
for reaction j, u,/ rhe stoichiometry of species i
in r€action ./ and R, the rate of reaction i,
where j signifies the reaction number as sho\r,n
in Table 1. The residence time t-, of the
reactor is calculared from the formula ,*, =
pV/pRT,. T. is the ambient tempetature, p
the pressute, ,/ the volum€, and p the molar

The total heat loss term describes both the
loss via the flow of gases leaving the reactol
and via Newtonian cooling through the walld.
A constant yafue for XS/V was chos€n oI
0.8 x 10-1 Wcm r K I to be consislenr with
previous modeling work h5,2tl. The equations
w€re solved numerically using the packaSe
SPRINT [23], which has been specially de-
signed for stiff systems such as the H: + Oz
reaction. The kinetic analysis of the mecha-
nism was performed by the progtam package
KrNAL [24].

Experimental studies of the H, + Or sysrem
in a CSTR have revealed three main quahta-
live regjons 115,21,251. At low temperatures
the.e is a negligible conversion of H, to warer.
At high temperatures "strong" ignition takes
place accompanied by a sharp rise in tempera-
ture. Between these two regions lies an area of
repeat€d ignitions, that is, an oscillatory re-
gion. A P-T, diagram for a 2: l  mixrure of
hydrogen to oxygen is shown in Fig. la [25].
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Typically lhe th€rmokinetic oscillations found
in this region have a simple periodic waveform
and the representative thermocouple trace
shown in Fig. 1b reveals a sharp temp€rature
peak with a fast decay followed by a long
period of slow change. All of rhe following
calculations refer to a stoichiometric H?/O,
system in a CSTR at a total pressure of 20 torr
and with a residence time of 8 s for consistency
with previous experimental and modelingwork.
We investigated temperatures wilhin the three
reaction regions (between 500 and 2000 Klbut
concentnted mainly on the oscillatory behav-
ior. Although €xperimentally the reaction is
not detectable at low temperatures, it is still
*orth studing theoretically in order to assess
how the important rcactions change as the
temperature rises, The reaction has been simu-
lated under isothermal and nonisothermal con-
ditions, primarily to investigate the relation-
ship b€tween reduced schemes for the two

Qualitatively the agreement berween the full
model and experiment is good and Fig. 2 shows
a q?ical simulated temperature profile. The
main airn of the pres€nt work, however, is to
develop methods for generating a reduced
model that reproduces the full model behavior.
Close agreement with experiment is, therefor€,
not an important criterion. In assessing the
reduc€d model the period of oscillation is a
dernanding test and has be€n chosen as the
main feature for comparison between reduc€d
and full models. We also requir€ that the re-
duced model should match th€ conc€ntrations
of important species as determined by the full

BACKGROUND TO SENSITTI'ITY
METHODS

Identiffcation of Redundant Speci€s

In the first stage of ihe reduclion process, the
modeler selects rhe imponatu species and fea-
tutes of the r€action. In general the importanr
sp€cies will include the initial reactants and
main products of the reaction. For nonisother-
mal reactions, temp€rature may also be an
important feature. The reduced model must
generate values for the important species and

Lr'R,, (t)
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Plfotl

Fi8. L (a) A rypical p/?: diasrao ao, a 2:l
hirrure oI HriO, in rhe region ot th.
se6.d .xplosion linir showi.g rhe bound.
anes b€twc.n slow reacrion, o*itlarory igni
r'on, a.d f.sr r€action. (b) A thermsouple
lrae for a totll prssure ot 17 lorr and an
anb'€nl tenperalur. 4 = 715 K.

Fig 2. An erampl€ temperarure i.ace ilon
the full 4?-step schene shosing a marimun
tenperature rise otaround t4{10 K. p.esure
= 20 lor, I, - 790 K.
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features, which are in agreement, to a specified
accuracy, with those generated by the full
model.

The next stage is the identification of r€drr-
dart species, which may be excluded from the
mod€I, and ,ec€rsary sp€cies, which must be
included in order to produce accurate results
for the important species. The necessary
species will be coupl€d to the important ones
through significant reactions [6]. Redundant
species will be those that are not coupled rn
any significant way to the set of important and
necessary species and so can be excluded from
the model with only negligible effects on the
imporlant concent.ations, both directly or indi-
r€ctly.

The most robust way to find redundant
species is simply to rcmove those reactions
whose rates depend dir€crly on a chosen species
(i.e., its consuming reactions) and compare the
results frcm a simulation ofthe resultinS model
with those from the full model [6]. In this way
the effects on both species concentration and
reaction featur€s can be assessed. Although
this is a very safe method. it is time consuming
since it has to be applied to each nonimportant
species. A r€duced model has to be prepared
for each of these species and an integration
has to be carded out.

A second method is by the investigation of
th€ Jacobian [6]. A species rnay be considered
redundant if a change in its concenlmtion does
not greatly affect /,, the rate of production of
important and necessary species given. An ele-
ment of the normalized lacobian is a measurc
of this effect. It represents the fractional
change in the rate of produclion of a lpecies i
caused by a fractional change in concenrraiion
Cr. For an N-membered group of important
and necessary species we take the sum of
squares of the normalized Jacobian elements:

A. S. TOMLIN ET AL.

there are sev€ral orde$ of magnitude between
the Bi values for on€ species and the next;
species with 4 abovc this limit now become
necessary species. Sinc€ important species may
be coupled through reactions involving several
necessary species th€ identified n€cessary
sp€cies have to be admitted to the N-mem-
bered group. The procedure must therefore be
iterative in order to accoult for such indirect
elfectsi on each iteralion new necessary species
are included in the sum. Usually convergence
is achieved aftea not more than four or:ive
iterations and spcies still remaining below the
rhreshold are considered redundant.

Idcntification of R€drndant Reactions

The secoDd stage of rte reduction is the identi-
fication of redundant reactions giving the
mechanism comprisi[g only important and
necessary specjes. A recent review on sensiliv-
ity analysis {?l has shown that one technique
emplo)s local conc€otration sensitivity analy-
sis. An ahemalive D€thod for investigating
sensitivities is via reaction rates, and previous
results bave shown that rale sensitiviry analysis
is as effective as concentration sensitivity anal-
ysis for mechanism reduction; the results rn
test cases have been equivalent {8, 261. Rate
sensitivity analysis measures the effect of a
perturbation in rate parametet t, on the rate
of chang€ of sp€ci€s i. This m;thod has an
advantage over concentiation sensitivity meth-
ods in that the log-nornalized rate s€nsiriviry
matrix depends algebiaically on reaction rates
and is easily computed:

-  d l n  f .  u . R .
F - = -::---: (4)' "  

d t n k ,  L

where ,ir is the stoichiometric number of
species i in reaction i, Rr is the rale of reac-
tion i, and /i is the rate of production of
species i. The computing time required to cal-
culate this matrix is therefore far less than for
the concentration sensitivity matrix, and for
large mechanisms this can greatly increase the
speed of the rcduction process.

In the present study there are 9 species and
47 €te parameters and so a large amount of
informalion is contained in the rate sensitivity
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On the first iteration the higher the value of Bi
the greater the direct effect of a nonimportant
speci€s on the set of important ones. At this
slage a threshold must be defined. This thresh-
old will be diff€rent for each model studied bur
in most cases a natural limit will exist where
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matrix which has to be interpreted. An impo.-
tant advance in sensitivity analysis methods has
therefo.e been ihe application of principal
component analysis to sensitivity matdces,
which quantifi€s the importance of reaction
groups for the set of important and necessary
species [6, 8, 2?]. This method has made lhe
interpretation of sensitivity informalion much
simpler and more automatic. A principal com-
ponent analysis of matrix F is based on the
oigenvalue-eigenvector d_ecomposition of the
cross-prbduct matrix l'F. The eigenvalues
measure the significance of their eigenvecton
in lhe overall mechanism. The eigenvecrors
represent sets of coupled reactions whose r€la-
tive contributions are recognized by the rela-
tive size of lhe eigenvector elements,

The eigenvector elements also provide inloc
mation about the connections between reac-
tions. Defining two thresholds, for the signi6-
cant eigenvalue and eigenvector elements,
therefore provides an automatic way of decid-
ing which parameter groups can be eliminated.
The th.esholds which have been typically us€d
in lhe present study have been 1.00 x lo-a for
the eigenvalues and 0.1-0.2 for the eigenveclot
componentq although a more natural thresh-
old may exist in specific cas€s end should be
investigated.

The overall rate sensitivity coefficients I8l

n  r , ,  D  l 2,,= El"'?l (5)

provide a way of orde ng the overall impor-
tance of the reactions selecled by the principal
component analysis at different reacrion times.

Temperatur€ Sensitivig Analysis

Often in combustion modeling the impo(ant
feature is not species concenrration but can be
the time to ignition, the maximum temperature
rjse, or simply the critical ignition temperature.
Frequent ly remperarule is a measur€d quanri ty
in an experiment since measuring species con-
centrations is mor€ difficult, €specially for radr-
cals. The sensitivity of the rare of change of
temperature to a change in lh€ rate param€-
ters is therefore of importance. tf the reduced
model is required only to produce accurate

In the present study it is calculated sepa-
raiely from rhe usual rate sensitiviries and is a
simple one-dirnensional array. A second ap-
proach would be to treat temperature as though
it were a concentmtion and to include it in the
eigenveclo./eigenvalue analysis.

RESULTS FROM SENSITI!'ITYANALYSIS

The aims of this sectioo are to illustrate rne
application of the techniques discussed above
to the stoichiometric H2 + 02 reaction at a
pressure of 20 tort and a r€sidence time of8 s.

R€dundant Spccies

The important species in this model were cho-
sen as the primary reactions Hz and O?, and
the product HrO. Table 2 shows examples of
redundant species calculations from the full
nonisothermal scheme at differing parts of the
oscillatory trace and at rwo different rempera-
tures. They show rhe effecr, on a logarithmic
scale. ol each species on the rate o[ producrion
ofimportant and necessary species for the final
iteration (i.e., when convergence has been
achiev€d) based on Eq. 3. HrO, and Or have
by far the lowest B, values at all conditions
lested and so become the redundant species.
Their consumirg reactions have the smallest
effect on the rat€s of production of Hr, Or,
and H?O both direcrly and via the necessary
species H, O, HOl, and OH at these condi-
tions. It is also worth noring that HO, has a 4
value below lhe other remaining radicals at all
conditions test€d.
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temperature profiles, then the temperature
sensitivities become useful. k is of interest
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TASLE 2
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Ratc Scnsitiviti€s and Principat Component
Anxlysis

ln principle it may be possible to produce a
reduced scheme that models nonisothermal
behavior from analysis carried out on an
isothermal-model. An isothermal sysrem is eas-
ier to model since thermodynamic and heat
transfer properties can be excluded from rhe
calculations. It is important, however, to make
sur€ that a simulation of the full nonisothcr-
mal scheme is firsr carried out in order ro
establish the temperature extremes unoer
which th€ isothermal scheme must be studied.
From Figure 2 we see that the extremes of
lemperature during an oscrltation are approxr-
mately 700 and 2000 K and we have lhereforc
sludied a ser ies of remperarures wi lhin rhls
range in order to €stablish rhe significant reac-
tions at each temperature. We have also In-
cluded th€ study of a low-temperalure model
at 500 K. The importance of idenrirying reduD-
ddnt species as a f i rst  srep has been highl ighred
above. In order ro i l lustrare rhis poin( we have
carried out a principal componenr analysis first
including all species in rhe objective tuncrion
and second including only the importance and

Lote tempercture' At low temperatures ihe
reaclron i \  s low and rhe sready-sla(e concen-
tration ot valer reNai\s \er.J s(\r\. \I\CN(NB
only the seven imponani and necessaq specte,
in rhe objective funcrion shows that at shor(

times (/ = 1.0 x 10 6 s) only the initiation s|cp
2 and reactions 3 and 4 are significani. As rhe
r€actron proceeds a second branching step (re-
action 5) becomes important as well as th€
third body termination step 6 and wall termi-
nation steps 7,8, and l0 at longer reaction
times. If all species are included in the objec-
tive function, then reactions ll, 36. and 37 are
also selected by the principal component anat-
ysis even though their removal from the scheme
has little elfect on the concentrations of rhe
rmporiant sPecles.

The same results are obtained from an ex-
amination of the overall rate sensitivities con-
sidering all species as sho$n in Tabte 3 for
t : 1.0 s at I = 500 K Reactions 36 and 37

O + O r + M r O r + M

O r + M - O + O r + M

(36)

(37)

TA.DLE ]

Orderiog ofOverall Rat Sensirivirics for Isolhernal
scheme ar r - l.0s and 500 K

l 4
2 5
1 1 0

5 6
6 8
7 1
a f'l
9 3 6
t 0 7

2.49 x 10v
l.?7 x 10'�
9 .25 x I0r
6.28 x t0!

6.02 x to1
2.8,1 x lol

1.22 x I0r

th€
the
!nc
thr
tel
H
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H r + O H - H + H r O . (3)

appear in the top ten reactions with sensitrvr,
ties comparable to that for reaction 3:

Reaction 37 is the reverse of reaction 36 and is
rapid under all conditions studied, so that the
concentration of Or is kept small and kineti-
cally insignificant. Removing reaction 37 leads
to a buildup of Or and therefore produces an
effect on the necessary species through other
reactions. Removing bolh reactions however
leaves the behavior of the system unchanged.
Sens'tivily analysis examines the effect of
changes in rate coef8cients of reactions and
quantifies this efiect. Although the principal
component analysis may contain information
about reversible reactions it does not s€l€cr
redundant reactions on this basis. The overem-
phasis of fast revenible reactions can there-
fore occur in rate s€nsitivity analysis. The pre-
sent analysis demonstrates that, in some cases,
such coupled reaction sets can be automati-
cally removed from the model via the identifi-
cation of redundant species.

Using the results of the principal component
analysis, a suitable low-temperature mecha-
nism can be formulared rhat, for stoichiometric
mixtures, includes a core of reactions shown

Scheme I

H r t o r - H + H o r ,

H r + O H + H + H ? O ,

O r + H r O H + O ,

tion pro€eeds. Termination reactions involvrns
OH were not significanr ar low temperatures.

HiSh tenperatures At 1000 K further reac-
tions become significant. Considedng the over-
all sensitivities at r = 10 '� s in Table 4 shows
that reaction 13, H + HO, - 2OH becomes
of major significance at high temperatures and
has a higher sensitivity than both reactions 4
and 5. Since HO, is a more stable radical than
OH reaclion 13 can be €ffectively considered
as a branching step. The product of this reac-
tion, OH, now becom€s more signrlcant as Is
illustrated by the inclusion of r€actions 9 and
22-27 in the high tempe.ature m€chanism, all
of which involve OH. We shau .etum to a
further consideration of this point when we
discuss species lifetimes.

Although th€ third body reaction H + 02 +
M J HO, + M remains the main termination
route other termination reactions become im-
ponant at high temperalures. The system be-
comes highly sensitive to reaction 16, for exam-
ple, and to other radical-radical rcactions, such
as OH + O J H + Oz, which leads to a re-
duction in the concentrarion of the radical
pool. These reactions become important only
as the reaction proceeds and the radical con-
centrations buildup. The set of selecl€d reac.
tions at 1000 K therefore consists of the cor€
set of r€actions (s€heme I) tog€ther with the
set of reactions sho*n below:

Schem€ lI

O + WAIL,

OH J WALL'

HO' - tY411,

H + H o : - 2 O H ,

H  +  H o ,  -  H ,  +  O r ,

H ? O + O - 2 O H ,

H + H r O + O H + H r ,

O H + O - H + O r ,

o H  +  H  +  O  +  H 2 ,

2 O H - O + H r O ,

H + O H + M  - H 2 O + M .

ep

(re-
the
nri-
lion
,ec'

nal-

for
7

36)

37)

(2)

(3 )

(4)

1 1 5

(8)

(e)
(  l 0 )

(13 )

( 16)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

H l  + O J H + O H ,  ( 5 )

O r + H . r M - H O r + M ,  ( 6 )

H + wAtL. (7)

This set of reaclions is in good agreemenr wirh
the conclusions of other modeling studies [17,
19,2rl.

At low temperatures and low conversions
the only other reactions that play a part are
the wall reactions of O and HOr. It is interesF
jng to note not only that radical termination at
the wall is important but that rhe major wall
termination step switches from the removal of
H to the removal of O and HO: as the reac-
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TABLE '

Ordering of Overau Ratc Sensitivnies for Isorh.rnal Scheo. ar | - LO x t0 r sand t000,2000 K.

1000 K 2000 K

I
2
3

5

7
8

t0
1 l
12
t3

15

IJ
39
l6

42
t 9
u
3
I
23

13

A
l
26
22

l3
5

24

45
l4
2

7.73 x 701
2.31 x 107
2.90 x 106
1.05 x 106
2.56 x t0'
2.14 x l0 '
1.,|E x 104
t.26 x 10r
L l4 x 10.
9.25 x l0r
6.86 x 1or
6.16 x to l
5.51 x tor
5.0E x l0r

1 � l 3  x  1 0 "
1.08 x lo3
8-?4 x t06
7-72 \ 106
1.14 x 106
2.21 x 106
?.64 x l0l

1.65 x 10)
1.85 x t0)
1.08 x loJ
6.68 x 10.

5.38 x lor

At 2000 K the following reactions are also
selected by the principal compon€nt analysis:

Scherne lll

H + H O T J H T O + O ,

H + o + M + o H + M ,

H + H + M + H , + M ,

O 2 + M J O + O + M ,

O H + O H - H O r + H ,

(14)

(28)

(2e)
(35)

(4s)
producing a high-temperature mechanism con-
taining 22 reactions in all. The order of overall
sensitivities calculated from Eq_ 5 at 2000 K
and r : 1.0 x 10-, s is given in Table 4.

Oscillatory region. Although ir has nor been
possible to isolate isothermal oscillations ex,
perimentally for the Hx + O, syslem, it has
be€n shown in previous modeling studies thar
oscillations have a kinetic origin and so can De
gcnerated by an isothermal model. We now
examine the oscillarory region at T: 790 K
and show how the main reactions switch as the
concentrations change in a periodic way. F,t-
ure 4a shows th€ molecular hydrogen concen,
tration. An expanded section of the ignition ts
shown in Fig. 4b and sewes to idenriry rhe time
pojnts r, to ,6 at which the rate sensitivity and
pnncrpar component analyses were performed.

Table 5 lists the reactions identified as signi6,
cant using the procedures given in rhe section
on identification of redundanr reactions. Ar
,r : 10.0 s as hydrogen is replenished in the
flow reactor and the radical concentrations are
Iow, the principal components in Table 5 show
that only six reactions are of importance (reac-
tions 3-7 and reaction 10). This is equivatent
to the "weak" ignition region. In the '.strong,,
ignilion stag€ at time rr, reactions 13, 14, 16,
and 24 become significant and as the radical
concentralions increase and th€ concentration
of H? falls to a minimum at ra, reaction 23
becomes an important propagation step. A
comparison of th€ rates of r€aclion 13 with the
combined rat€s of r€actions 4 and 5 in Fig. 3
shows clearly rhe switch berween the two sers
of branching reactions as the system moves In
and out of ignition.

Frtm the principal component analysis of
the rate sensirivity matrix we select 14 reac_
tions in order to reproduce accurarely the
isothermal oscillations of hydroSen, oxygcn,
and water found in rhe full scheme, rhat is. the
core sel of r€actions (scheme I) along with rhe
following reactions:

Scheme IV

O + WALL,

OH - WALL,

( 8 )

(e)
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IADLE 5

Comparien ofPrincipal Componenr Aralysis Rcsuhs in the Oeillaiory Region at 79O K.

r r  -  10.00s r ,  = 14.40s r r =  l 4 . . r 5 s  r . = 1 4 . 5 0 s  ( : 1 4 . 5 5 s  & = 1 4 . 6 0 s
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ilon
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how
Eac-
dent
tng"
, 16,
lical
ition
r2 i

Itne
i g 3
s€ts
F i n

s o f

lne
gen'
, rhe
Llne

(8)

(e)

(10 )

(13 )

(14)

(16)

(23)

(24)

l

e + ind i .a les theF lecr ionofar .ac t ionwi rh f t resho ldso f l .00x l0 .a .d0 . t fo . ihce igenvatucsand. igcnvetors ,

:

;

l

:

l

l

3

5
6
7
8

l0
l3

23
z4

HO, - Yg1,

H + H O r i 2 O H ,

H + H O T J H , O + O ,

H + H O l  J H ? + O z ,

H + H 2 O + O H + H l ,

O H + O + H + O z .

gate the relationship between the isothermal
and nonisothermal reduction methods,

Comparison of Rcsults with the Full Model
for Isoih€rmal R€rction

Figures 4a and ,k compare some resulrs from
the 47-step full model and the 14- and l?-step
reduced models tor T :7m and 1000 K re-
spectively. In the reduc€d models the mmr-
mum scheme has be€n chosen at each temper-
ature corresponding to those reactions selecled
by the principal component analysis, as shown
in the previous section. At T: 790 K rne
reduced model consists of schemes I and IV; at

The next stage of the reduction is to com-
pare lhe results ftom the reduced scheme with
those from the full mod€l and also to investi-

E

E

G

t(

US

Fig I( Compa.iso. of nuxes for reactrotu----T---_ - 4, 5, and l3 ir the reduced isoth.rmal
15'5 160 steme showinS how rhe main branching

redd,on s*ilchc{ during rh. igniron.
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K.
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1000 K il consists of schemes I and IL The
Io*. temperature simuldt ion is not included in
Fig. 4 since the results are so close as lo be
indistinguishable.

Results produced by a simulation of the
reduced schemes are within l7a of the full
model for both times to ignition and steady-
state concentrations in both the high- and
low{emperature schemes, However, for the os-
cillatory scheme the percentage deviation at
each time point is much greater. This diver-
genc€ arises because the period of oscillarion
for lhe reduced schem€ is slightly diflerent
from that for the full scheme. The period dif-
fers by only a few percent, however, and the
qualilative nature of the peaks is satisfactorily
reproduced by the reduced scheme.

R€action 3 is fast and at low temperatures
dominates the reactions involving OH. Sensr-
tivity analysis demonstrates, however, that re-
actions 9 and 24 become significant as the
ignilion spike develops. Their enhanced conrri-
bution arises b€cause of the increase in the
lifetime of OH, due to a decreas€ in Rr as
[Hr] falls. Ra also increases because of the
general increase in radical concenrrations in
the ignition spike. Figure 5 shows the effect on
{Hrl of removing r€actions 9 and 24. They
serve to limit the increase in [OH] during an
ignition and hence to reduce tI€ consumption
of Hz, with the result that the recovery of the
system is faster with these reactions incluoeo
and the oscillatory ignition period shorter. The
temoval of OH radicals is therefore an impor-
lant factor in determining the period ofoscilla-
tjon. The general importance of wall termina,
tion is particularly significant and r€presents a
major lirnitation in comparing experimental
and modelling results since the rate constants
for such reactions can vary with the type of
vessel used and the coating appli€d to its walls.
In order to match modelling to experiment
with any accuracf it seems that the wall con-
stanl has to be measured carefully, a consideF
al ion thar is of ten eirher very di fnculr  or t
neglected.

Nonisothermal Modeling

Thus far, reduced models have been applied at
different constant temperatures. A nonisother-

mal oscrllatory sy\rem cov€rs a wide range of
temperatures and in this section we develop a
reduced model for such a system. A question
of interest is whether the sum of the reduced
isothermal models, cov€ring the sam€ tempera-
ture range, is equivalent to the non-isothermal
model.

Rate Sensitivities and Principal Component
Analysh

Nonisothermal analysis has been carried out in
th€ oscillatory region, which covers a wide
range ofgas temperatures. Agaio we have used
a principal component analysis of th€ rate s€n-
sitivity matrir and we have chosen various times
during rhe ignirion and o{illarory region in-
cluding the ma\ima and minima as shown m
Fig. 6. The objective function again contains
the species Hr, Or, HrO, OH, O, H, and HOr.
Table 6 lists the reactions selected by the prin,
cipal component analysis at an ambient rem-
p€rature of 790 K. The original analysis was
car(ied out at 20 different time points, but
ce.tain regions of the oscillarion required the
same reactions and so for clariry we have in-
cluded only selected time points io the table of
results.

As in the isothermal case we see clea.ly how
c€rtain reactions, in particular radical t€rmrna-
tion reactions and the reactions of water, tle-
com€ impo(ant at high temperatures and higb
conversions. The highest number of reaclrons
is s€lected at the peak maximum where rbe
temperalure rises above 2000 K All reacrions
required by the nonisolhermal analysis; reac-
lions 2-10, 13, 14, 16, 22-29, 35, 45 (schemes
I + II + III) were f€atured in one of rn€
isothermal mechanisms. It is th€r€fore possible
ro produce a reduced scheme for a non-ho-
thermal simulation from an isolhermal analy-

/ sis. Figure 7 compares the fuu model with
schemes (I + Il + III) illustrating the excet-
tent agreement,

Further Reduction and Conparison with
Temp€mture Rate Sensitivity Coefffcients

The automatic mechanism reduction methods
have led to the reduction of the 47 reaction
sctreme to schemes irvolving 6, 14, and 17
r€actions at 500, 790, and 1000 K, respectively,
and to a 23-step model for nonisothermal oscil-

1 1 9

ilivity
t000
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i '  ' .

Fi8. 5. Conpari$n oI full nodcl wnh rcduced
rhcm. eherc OH .cacrions 9 and 24 bav-
bec! r.moved, !o illusirare rhc effecr of OH
concentraiion on thc consumprion ol hydioSen.
I = ? q ) K .

20

Vs

Iations at 4 = 79O K. Having obrained a good
reduced scheme by principal component analy-
sis we now wish to eliminaie more r€actions ro
obtain a less accurate but smaller reduced
model. Overall s€nsitivities can be used for this
task. From Table 6 ir can be s€en lhar cerrain
reactions in the reduced scheme are important
only during small time periods and if such
reactions also have a small overall sensitiviry it
may be porsible to eliminate them. Table 7
shows an example of the top 20 r€actions from
the overall s€nsilivities at time 15 = 26.92 s.
Results at other times show that reactions 35
and 14 app€ar very low in the overall sensitiv,
ity order, and reactions 27 and 29 do not
appear in the top 20 reactions, even at those

I

I
I
I

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

times for which they have been selected by the
principal component analysis. It is possible
therefore that they can be excluded from the
scheme without affecting lhe important species
significantly. Reactions 45 and 37 are also .e-
mov€d since they ar€ important during only
small r€gions of reaction tim€.

Figure 7 compares the results from this s€c-
ond reduction, under nonisothermal condi-
tions, wiih both the full and the firsr reduced
schem€ (I + II + III). The first reduccu
scheme is almost identical to the full scheme
showing the same period and only a small
differ€nce in temperature rise. The second r€-
duction has caused a slight shifr in lhe period
ot the peak and also a reducrion in rhe maxi-

tik

qu
v)
r6
th i

T/K rmo o,

Fig.6. Closeup ofrhe rin€ poinll.hosen in
the iSnition region for sensiliviry analisis of
thc noni$thermal eheme: ?: - ?90 K.
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TAALE 6

Reacrions Selecrcd by the Principal Cohponent Analysis aor SelecredTimcs Du.'ng the Okitlarory Ignirion of rhc
Nodholhdnal Scheme al ?: ' 790 K.

121

l

l

2
3

5

Iu
l 3

22
23
24

26
27
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l5
37
45

I O H
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mum temperature rise. For modeling features
like time to ignition, however, such a scheme
would still be useful since the deviations a.e
quite small. This final reduced model (schem€
V) achieved by sensitivity analysis contains only
16 reactions and 7 species, approximately a
third of the orisinal reaction set:

H f H r O - O + H + H ? ,

o H + H - H + O r ,
O H + H - O + H , ,

2 O H - O + H 1 O .

(231

(24')

(2s)
(26)

(2)

(3)

(4)

( 5 )

(6)

( 7 )

( 8 )

(e)
(10 )

(13 )

(16 )

(22)

Scheme V

H r + o 1  - H + H o r ,

H " + O H i H + H r O ,

o r + H J o H + o ,

H x + O j H + O H ,

O ? + H + M J M + H o r ,

H - WAIL,

O - WAIL,

OH - WAIL,

HO' - 1Y4I-1-,

H + H o : - 2 o H ,

H + H O " e H ? + O " ,

H , O + O i 2 O H ,

The temperature sensitivities calculated from
Eq. 6 are presented for tl io Table 7 alongside
the overall mte sensitivities. The results d
expected are not idenl ical  lo the rale sensir iv i-
ties. However, the reactions selected by the
principal component analysis remain at the top
of lhe temperature sensitivity order. There are
exceptions of course, such as the wall reactions
that as formulated have no direct effect on the
temperature, and so such an analysis cannot be
useful in asses\ing their significance. By choos-
ing a suitable threshold and taking the sum of
al l  react ions which hdve a tcmperarure senri-
tivity higher than this threshold at the chos€n
time points we should arrive at a scheme close
to lhat obtained ftom the principal component
analysis. In practice however the threshold
value is not easily chosen since no natural cut
appears in the tempe{aturc sensitivity order.
Temperature rate sensitivities are therefore
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Fig. 7. Comparison of tedp.rature
tiaccs from lBo rcdu..d nodels
Gch.Fes (I + ll + IID and \, wirh rh.
fuu nonisothe.nal mod€l at Ir - ?90_
K. Tle removal of rcadion 14, 27, 29,
15, 37, and 45 .auses only a sdall
dcc..a* in rh. osiuatory p.riod.i/s

more useful in assessing the general impor-
tance of reactions for temperature changes
rather than providing a systematic reductron
method and are recommended as a useful tool
but not as a single method of model reduction.

THE QUASI.STEADY-STATE
APPROXIMATION (QSSA)

Genersl Comments

The above methods have enabled the removal
ofall redundant species and reactions from the
original mechanism- Aiy further reduction will
require the possible lumping of reactions and
species in order to reduce the numbet ofODES
required to model the system. One method of
combining reactions and spccies is via rhe
quasi-steady state approximation (QSSA). The
conc€ntrations of QSSA species Cq, can be
expressed algebraically in terms of orher
sp€cies sincc it is assumed that their rates of
change can be decoupled from the set of ODES
and lhe r ighFhand side, set to zero, lh i(  is.
dcq,,/d, - 0. The number of differential equa-
tions is therefore reduced since som€ have
been replaced by algebraic expressions. It may
then be possible to subsrirute for C", in the
remaining ODES by analytic solution of the
algebraic equalions and the solution of this
smaller set should requ're l€ss computing time.
The solut ion of such coupled sers of algebrdic
equations is made difficult by the nonlinean
tres present and so numerical solution of the

coupled sets of algebraic-differential equations
is often necessary-

An important aspect of applying the QSSA
is lhe choice ot QSSA species. The ultimare
criterion must be the accuracy of the resulting
model, but retaising this accuracy is aided by
employing objective procedures for identifying
QSSA species. Franft-Kamenetski i  [10] sug-
gested thal the choice should be based on the
species lifetime. r,, and we drscriss the basis of
ihis cr i ter ion in greater derai l  ehewhere [28].
For the present, we shall simply demonstrate
its application to lhe H, + 02 system. The
lifetime can be defined as

(7)

where Jii are the diagonal elements of the
Jacobian matrix. The lifetime is easily calcu,
lated during ea€h simulation since the Jaco-
bian is c!aluated ar each integrarron slep. I r  is
commonly and wrongly assumed that the appli-
cation of the QSSA depends on small rates of
change of lpecie\ concenrrdtron. An oscrlldtory
sy\tem \uch a< hydrogen oxjddlon. In shich
radical concentrations change rapidly during
an ignition, therefore provides an interesting
and testing case for the application o[ the

Applicalion

Figure 8 shows some examples of species life
time for the isothernal system in the oscilla-

t
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TABLE ?

Comparison of Overall Rate Sensitivity and Temperarure SeGirility Od€r ior, = 3.5 x lO r s,I = 23t1K.

123

Rcaction
Order Nunblr Sensiliviry

' 1E)
l ,E,

I

3

5
6

8
9
l0
t l
t2
l3

1 5
I6
l7
18
l9
20

3
5

2J
22
l7
6
l0
9
7
8
t 1
2

4l
39
l9
36
20

6
l
l3

14
22
5
42
I

27

l9
26
29
l l
l 9
28

6,94 x rot
1.28 x l0r

1.72 x t0 '
2.02 x loJ
9.66 x l0r
9.81 x l0l
1.75 x rol
1.52 x l0r
1.09 x l0r
9.30 x ro'�
5.22 x t02

LIE
2.64 x 10- l
l . l5  x  t0 '

2.34 x l0 z

2.80 x r0 1
3.4E x to-r
1.02 x t0-6

0.43
0.41
0.22
0. t l

0.61 x l0 '
0 .48 x 10- ,
0.14 x 1o- l
0.16 x 10 |

0.42 x 10 l

0 .?9 x l0_r
0.90 x l0_,
0.58 x 10-r

0,34 x 10 J
0.19 x 10 r
0.15 x 10-  I
0.52 x l0- l
0.21 x 10 {ssA
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tory region at T = 790 K. As expected the
lifetime vades periodi€ally with time in the
same way as the species concentrations. How-
ever, for some species, tbe ljfetime alwals re-
mains low. OH and O for example have a
lifetime that remains below l0-r s throughout
the oscillation. The application of the QSSA
should therefore be possible for these species.
Previously it has been thought by several au-
thors that the QSSA can be applied to all
radical species in a model partly because of
their low concentrations. H and HO, are
th€refore also possible candidates.

The model chosen to t€st the application of
th€ OSSA is scheme (I + IV) under isothermal
conditions. Results show that the QSSA is ap-
plicable to species O, OH, and HO, with no
signaficant change in the behavior of the sys
tem. Figure 9a compar€s the concentrations of
H, and on€ of the QSSA species OH, with and
without the application of the QSSA to OH, O,
and HOr. Figur€ 9b shows the temperature
traces from a simulation of the equivalent oon-
isothermal schemes. Note that the periodically
changing OH can still be described by an alge-
braic functioo of the non-QSSA species.

The QSSA does not apply to all radi€als,
however, since its application to H leads to

negativ€ concentrutions in H alrd to concentra-
tions of H1 and O, that €xceed th€ir initial
conc€ntrations. A mathematically real solution
of the QSSA equation for H exists but its
solutions are not physically r€alistic. It is per-
haps surprising that HO, is a successful QSSA
species and H is not, given that H has a lower
average lifetime. lt has been noted previously
that the QSSA cannot successfully be applied
to H [9, 18, 29] in the H, + O? s]stem. The
probable reason for thG is that the errols
inherent in the application of quasi-sready
states spread quickly to lhe non-QSSA species
causing drasti€ €hanges in the dynarnics of the
system. One measure of the spread of such
errots is concentration sensitivity, that is, rhe
effect on sp€cies concentration C, at a time i,
of a change in species concentration C, a( a
time r, [7]:

d C , ( 1 , \
, 8 )

d C  j ( t t )

Figure l0 shows €xamples of such concentra-
tion sensitivities for the radical species H, OH,
and HO, during the ignition period of the
reaclion. The effect can be positiv€ or negative
(a perturbation cao result in an increase or
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decrease of the concentration) but for clarity
the log of the absolute sensitiviti€s is used. The
sensitivity to both H and OH is orders of
magnitude higher than to HO, showing rhat
any spread of errors $i l l  be much taster lor
these species- Because a)H has a shorter life-
iime the QSSA errors propagated are much
smaller than in lhe case of H. HOl has a
lifetime comparable to that of H but has a low
sensitivity which limits the propagation of er.

rors. We therefore have some indication as to
why H is the only uosuccessful radical QSSA
spe€ies. The question of enor estimation and a
more rigorous criterion for the application of
the QSSA is discussed in detait in a separat€
article by the authon [28]. The set of ODES
resulting from the application of quasi-steady
states to the H, + O, system involves only
four species (less than half of th€ original
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ssA

Fig. 9. Exanpl€ oscillatory rraces for sket.,
tonreduced scheme (l + l\,wi6 non,QSSA
variables veGs sh.mes where rhe OSSA
tus been applied to OH, O, HOr. G) rrg
OH and H, oncentration for isolhe.mal
scbenc (b) Tcmperaturc rrac€ in ron,iso-

t/s

In addition to its use in idenrifying porenrial
QSSA species, the analysis of the liferirnes of a
radical species via the diagonal Jacobian ete,
menls can aid the interprerat ion of rhe mecha-
nism of a reaction- For example, we referred
above to the, at 6rst sight, surprising obsewa,
tion that the wall removal of OH be€orrcs
significant as the peak of the ignirion is ap-
proached. Figure 8 demonslrates clearly the
increase in lifetimes of H, OH. and O as the
ignition progresses, These incr€ases arise from
the reduction in the concentrarions of ihe re,
actants H, and O, during rhe ignition and io
lhe predominance of radical-molecule reac-

tions 3-6 in determining tbe lifetimes of H,
OH, and O at least in the earlier stages of
ignition. ln contrasr. HOr shows a d?creose in
lifetime at the peak of the ignition refl€cting
the importance of radical-radicdl  reacrrons in
removing HO: in this region.

The mirimum oscillator

In this section we examine how far the schexrc
can be fu(her reduced while still retaini.g
oscillatory behavior under the conditions oD-
cussed above. We do not seek lo reproduce the
period of the oscillations or even the time ro
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ignition bui simply to simulate oscillatory be-
havior. The resulting oscillatory scheme re-
quires the competition of a set of overall
branching reactions 3-5 with termination reac-
tions 6 and 7 as follows:

A. S, TOMLIN ET AI.

Fig. l0.Concentrarion sensiriviries
act{tz)/ac!\) ror radicals H, OH, and
HO, durinS the fi6t ignnio! st.ges of thc
reaction rh@i.g that rhe stsr€n is Lr no.e

).5 0.0 sensilive to inirial ero6 in H concenratiuo
than lo.rios in rhe conantrarion ol HO,-

,  . ^  , , , . t  ^ 5 ^ 4 t n , l t u r  l L n l

l . l H , l  +  -

r " n i q ' : - - _ - r - - -
f t 3 [H ' ] r  __

(10 )

Substituting for the QSSA species in the
original ODES, the goveming set of differen-
tial equations for this system becomes

d|}j,) tH,1,  -  [H, i

-  f r4[o!] [H],

os(

dlr
dt

Sinc

Fi
Pera
tne

47-sl
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rarS€
furth

-8 '"

H r + O ? ' H . r H o 1 ,

H 2 + O H r H + H z O ,

O r + H r O H + O ,

H r + O + H + O H ,

0 2 + H + M + M + H O ? ,

H J WALL,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5 )

(6)

(7)

and is identical to the low-temp€rature scheme
L Note that the wall rerminarion reaclion has
to be present in order to produce oscillatory
behavior for the chosen conditions.

The application of the QSSA to rhe above
scheme leads to a simple set of differenrial and
algebraic equations describing the system and
to an algebraic relationship betw€en the QSSA
and the non-QSSA species. As above, we
choose O and OH as the QSSA species (HOl
is no longer in the scheme; ir is considered a
slable produco and set dlol/dt = dIOHI/dt
-  0.  This resulrs in ihe fol lowing algebraic

equations:

*4 to r l lH l
luh .  =  - -  

t  la )
k . [ H , I  +  -

-  *4 to ' l tH l  -  &6[H] [or ] tMl ,
(12 )

IH ,O ]:  
;  

+&1 [o ' ] [H ]

dlo, l Io.l., - to,l

-  & , lH ,1 to r l

2k1&5lH' l lo' l lHl

f r . IH , I  +  -

(  1 l )

&,tH, l Io: ]
T/K

d lHro l

k4kr[H: ] lor ]tHl

es [H: ]  +  -

Fig. I

( .

.4 .0  .35  .30  .25  .2 .0 . r  5  -10  .0 .5  0 .0

(13 )
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such cases it can be assumed rhat kjlHi] :>
l/r,., and the sieady,state concentrations for
O and OH reduce to

dlHl lHl_ :  __ :  =  - -  +  * , lH , l tO, l

. 2 f r . k J l H I l I o : ] [ H ]

, ( . tH , I  +  -

-  e6 lH l [o1 ] [M] .
- &,,[H] (14)

Since &r is large i t  is assumed that kr[Hr]>'
l/1,." and so we neglect the t,., term in the
case ot [OH]q,, .  t ,  is smal ler and a simi lar
assumption cannot be made for [O]0,,.

Figure t l  shows a comparison ot rhe tem.
perature profile obtained from the solulion of
th€ above system along with the energy bal-
anc€ €quation 2, with thal ftom the original
47-step scheme. The period from the minimum
schem€ is less than half that for the full schexr€
and the maximum temperature rise is much
less. This schem€ could not therefore be us€d
as an accurate reptesentation of exp€rimental
results but is ofinrerest because it provides rhe
minimal oscillator that we are able to generate
for the present conditions.

In clos€d systems or even in systems with
large residence times it is possible ro make
funher simplifications to lhe scheme above. In

Fi8. ll. Tedperarure profrles lor fuu scheme and mini
m!fr touFvariable schcme for 7" - 790 K The ndimum
lenpcrature lisc tor rhe mininumschcme is onlyabout 30
K

k i toz  l tH l
t " t . "  = - r , tn,1 .

2t . lo:  l lHl
t " . r * , =  t Jn . l  .

and the set of ODES becomes

d lH, l

dlo, l

(  ls )

(  l6)

( r7)

{ H ' L  -  [ H : ]

rz IH, ] lo? l  -  3 r1 [o '  ] [H ] ,

to,1, -  to, l

4

J)

dlH,ol

- k,{H1l[o'1 - 14lo']tH1
- r6lHlto'l lM1, (18)

IH,OI
+  2ka lo r l lH l ,  (  re )

,2)

dIH]
cll

+ k , [H, ] [o , ]

+ 2ft4lo'][H] _ &6lHllorl lMl
- k,[H]. (20)

From this set of equations rhe following set of
four global reactions can be derived:

H . + O r - H + p r o d u c t s

ra te  =  k , IH , ] [Oz ] ,

3 H r + o r - 2 H : O + 2

rate : kalorl lHl,

H + O , + M + M + p r o d u c t s

ra te  = , tu IH ] [o , ] [M ] ,

which describe the overall sroichiometry for
slow now or for a closed system. Mass balance
could provide a furrher reducrion of Eq. l7-20
to only three variables. This s€heme provides a
good estimare for times to ignition in both
closed and flow systems since for high Hl

H -- WALL
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concentrations the flow is insignificant and the
rate oI reaction 3H, + O: - 2HrO + 2H is a
good approximation. At low H, concentrations
the rate talOrltHl is an overapproximation for
a flow system and the faster production of
H?O helps to switch off the ignition more
quickly. The scheme cannot reproduce sus-
tained oscillatory behavior and Fig. 12 shows
how the oscillations found in rhe scheme ar€
damped and decay lo a reacted steady-state. In
order to reproduce oscillations successfully we
cannot neglec( rhe outflow of OSSA species.

CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISONS WITH
PRtrVIOUS WORK

Th€ major aim of the present work was to
develop a general algo thm for mechanism
reduction and we have demonsrrated its appli,
cation lo a 47-step scheme de\cribing the oxi-
dation of hydrogen in a flow reactor. Previous
work on reducing the hydrogen-oxygen sysrem
has been €xtended by the present study, which
concentrates mainly on oscillatory ignition. The
importance of idenrifying redundanl \pecies
prior to attempting any reaction eliminarion
has been emphasized. In the present context
the r€moval of fast reversible reactions such as
those of Or from lhe scheme has therefor€
trecome possible via the selection of a reduced
set of observed species in the principal compo-
nent analysis of the rate s€nsitivity matrix. Ar-
though the H, + O, syslem irself is of only

A. S. TOMLIN ET AL.

secondary importance in this study, it is of
Interest lo review the conclusions reached.

A core set of six reactions is n€cessary at all
conditions studied which consisls of initiation,
chain branching and third body terminatlon
steps, and the reaction of H with the wall. This
set exhibits oscillatory behavior but best de-
scribes the reaction at low temperatures such
as 500 K. The oscillations shown by this scheme
a.e very different in period to those shown by
the full scheme and a fu(her eight reactions
are required, in addition to this core set, to
reproduce more accurately the oscillations
found in an isoth€rmal simulation of the full
model. In particular the reactions oI HO? with
H become significant, providing secondary
branching routes. Only small errors in the con-
centrations and period are iound for th€ re-
sulting 14-step s€heme (I + IV).

The main b.anching reactions in the oscilta-
lory region were identified as reactions 4, 5,
and 13 and a switching is found to occur tre-
tweel these reactions during the ignition pe-
dod. Over a small time p€riod where the radr-
cal concentrations a.e high, reaction 13 be-
comes faster than 4 and 5. The third body
reaction H + O? + M is always the hain rer-
mination step but during the ignition phase,
radical-radical termination steps such as O i
OH also b€€ome important. The removal of
such .eactions, and consequent build-up in the
simulated OH radical concentration, leads to
changes in the period of oscillation since lhe
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extent of conversion of Hz during a peak is
affected.
' Al high temp€ratures further radical-radical

termination steps are significant, especially rhe
react ions of OH, along with another branching
step, H + HrO + OH + Hr. It is these reac-
tions that have to be added to the 14-step
scheme (l + IV) in orde. to reproduce qualita-
tively oscillations found in nonisorhermal simu-
lations. In all, after the final reduction, 16
reactrons were necessary to model thermokr,
netic oscillations close to those produced by
the full scheme.

Interesting comparisons can be made be-
tween the results from the present work and
other reduced models that have been produced
via different sensitivity rnethods. The results
from the present m€thod compare well to pre-
vious aesults and noi surprisingly the same s€t
of core reactions are important foa many pa-
ramet€r conditions.

Yetter et al. [17] calculated the sensilivity of
the largest eig€nvalue of the initial concentra-
tion sensitivity matri\. This technique is partic-
ularly useful for the study of ignition of explo-
sive mixtures. As Yetter et al. investigated
H2 + O, mixtures highly diluted by \ in a
batch reactor at different temperatutes and
pressures and their mechanism did nor conrain
wall reactions, their results are not direclly
comparable to ouas. However, the reactions of
scheme I (excepl for the wall termination of H)
are lh€ most important reactions for their
strong ignition conditions.

At weak ignition condirions, 5 of the lt
r€actions listed as imporranl are nor presenl in
any of our reduced models. These five reac-
tions include the rea€tions of HrOr, which has
been eliminated from our model as a redun-
dant species. A similar point has also been
noted by Johnson et at. [3], who found thar
different reduced schemes were applicable de-
pending on the rate constants for the original
scheme in the region of the second explosron
limit. Their scheme using rhe most recent data
did not include any reactions of HuO, while
the scheme using the data from the Chinnrck
paper had to include this species in order to
retain the essential features of th€ full mecha-
nism. The di l terences in rare dara for the ongi-
nal schemes may be one reason for the extra
reactions included in lhe lo\r conversiotr

scheme of Yetter et al. A second reason may
be the omission of redundant species sel€ct ion
in their calculations.

The core set ofreactions 2-6 in both yetrer's
work and the above schemes is in strong agree-
ment with work by Cbinnick et al_ [19], at-
though the presenl work highlights the reac-
t i o n s O + O H + H + O ,  a n d  O H  -  W A L L
as being important in determining the period
of oscillarion and not iust lhe comDetition be-
tween the main chain branching an; third body
termination steps. It is clear that, although the
competition b€rween branching and termina-
tion is responsible for the destabilizing of the
steady-state and therefore the existence of De-
riodic behavior. the period of oscillarion c;n-
not be calculated accutately from just the core
reaction scheme.

The rcsults presented above also provide
quantitative evidence for the minimum com_
plex oscillator produced by Johnson et al. [3].
Their reduced schemes were achieved uslns
experience of the full reaction scheme and by
simply rcmoving the reactions which seemed to
be least important using chemical intuition and
recomputing the results. Such an approach may
be possible for small schemes such as hydrogcn
oridation, bur for large combustion schemes of
200-3m .eactions an automatic approach em-
ployed by programs like KINAL becomes of
great advantage. These melhods also pinpoint
the jmportant reaclions ar dlfferent reacrion
times, something that is not possibl€ with tne
sensitivity approach used by Johnson et at. The
final l?-step scheme produced by Johnson et
al. contains all the reactions in the l4,sreD
scheme outlined above except fo. reaction 23,
H + H r O - O + H + H ? ,  w h i c h  w a s  n o r
present in their original mechanism and sonrc
wall reactions which are r€tained here in order
that the boundaries of the oscillatory region
remain the same and hence quantitative com-
parisons with the full sch€me can be made.
The scheme of Johnson et al. is mainly con-
cerned with reproducing qualirative trends [3].

Allhou8h different reduced schemes are re,
qurred ro reproduce the oscr l la lory behavior
found in the full isothermal and nonisothermat
schemes it has been shown that a suitable
nonisothermal scheme can be found usine an
l5olhermal analysi\ ds long a. a represenrJrive
range of ambient temperatures is chosen.
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Temperature rate sensitivity analysis of the
nonisoth€rmal scheme could be useful, how-
ever, particularly in situations where onl} rne
temperature profile and not species concentra-
tion is of interesr-

Th€ QSSA has proved to be a valuable rool
even for a schem€ with so few radical sDeci€s.
Using rhe OSSA a minimal scherhe in;olving
only four species has been achieved which
sho*s therdokinetic oscillations. This scheme
has limitations in that it cannot accurately
reproduce oscillatory peri<rds or maximum
temp€ratures, but it has significance as a sim_
ple oscillatory combustion scheme. Apart frcrn
initial reactants and th€ product, wa;r, it has
D€en necessary to r€tain one intermediat€ (H)
in the scheme. This is not surprisinr since a
phase difference between one iniermJiate and
the reactants is usually requhed to produce
os(illatory behavior. For large residenie rrmes
a furth€r reduction has been achieved leading
to the Iumping of the branching reacrions inro
the gfobaf reacrion 3H, + O, e zHrO + 2H
wirh rate =,t.[or[H]. This reacrion has atso
been identified by Vajda er al. [18] as one of
two global reactions that describe a premixed
steady hydrogen flame. They have also found
reaction 4 to be lhe rate determining srep. This
scheme how€ver. produces only transient oscil_
lations and ir is clear thar to produce sustained
oscrllatory behavior it is necessary to retain
Inrormarron about the ourflow of the OSSA
sPecies.
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